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      IN   THE   COURT  OF  THE  ADDL. SESSIONS  JUDGE-2 (FTC), TINSUKIA 

 
 

 
District :  Tinsukia 
 
 
Present :   Sri  B.  Sutradhar, AJS,  
        Addl. Sessions Judge-2, 
            (FTC), Tinsukia. 
     

       Criminal Revision No. 08(2) of 2021 
       Arising  out  of  Case No. 35 of 2021. 

 
Sri Babuti  Sonowal @ Buputi, 35 Yrs, 
S/o. Sri Bhadra  Kanta  Sonowal, 
R/o. Tingrai  Bongali  Gaon, 
P.O.  Ashok  Nagar, P.S. Makum,  
District – Tinsukia,  Assam.                                    

...........................Petitioner. 

 
           -Versus- 
      

1.  State  of  Assam, 
Represented  by  Public  Prosecutor. 
 

2. Assam  Forest  Products  Private  Ltd., 
A  Company  duty  incorporated  under  the  law 
Represented  therein  by  its  Manager, 
Sri  Jiten  Kumar  Gogoi, 
S/o. Lt. Abhiram  Gogoi, 
R/o.  Makum  Junction, 
P.O & P.S.  Makum, 

                    District – Tinsukia,  Assam.                           
........................Respondents.                    

  

 Appeared:- 

  Sri B.  Mishra, 
  Advocate............................For the Petitioner. 
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  Sri R. Das, Ld. Addl. P.P…………..For the Respondent no. 1, 

   

               Sri B.K Kejriwal  &  Sri P. Dev, 
               Advocates...................For the Respondent no. 2  
 

        Date of Argument :  26/08/2021 & 07/09/2021 

        Date of Judgment:  14/09/2021. 

 

 

J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T 

 

1.              The  instant  revision  has  been emerged  

against  the impugned order dated 01-04-2021 and 

06.03.2021 passed by the Ld. Executive   Magistrate, 

Smt. Aparupa Borgohain, O/o. Deputy  Commissioner, 

Tinsukia in   Case no. 35/2021 whereby  the  Magistrate 

had  passed the   impugned order dated 01-04-2021 

and 06.03.2021. 

 
2.             The  brief  fact of  the case  is  that  the 

Opposite Party no. 2  has  claimed  that it  is  the  

absolute  lawful  owner  of  a  plot of  land  measuring 

20 Bigha(approx.) covered  by Part  of  Dag  No. 128, 

P.P  No. 2, situated  at  Chotahapjan 114/4 No.  Grant, 

Mouza  Tingrai, Tinsukia  Revenue  Circle,  District – 

Tinsukia,  Assam. It  is  also  alleged  that  the  

Petitioner  alongwith  others  are doing  various illegal  

activities  to  grab the  aforesaid  land  and  when  

objected  by  the  Opposite  Party no. 2,  the  

petitioners  and  others  chased  him away  and  
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thereby  creating  a very emergent  situation  of  breach  

of  peace  and  public  tranquility.  Accordingly,  a  

proceeding U/s. 145  was  drawn  by  Ld. Executive  

Magistrate  in  respect  of  the  land  measuring 20 

Bighas in case no. 35/2021 and  attachment  order  was  

passed  U/s. 145(1) Cr.P.C. and  it  was  also  directed  

to  the  OC, Makum  to  attach the  disputed  land  

immediately and  to  report  compliance  to  the  Court 

of  the  Executive  Magistrate. Notice  was  issued  to  

the  Petitioner  to  file  show  cause  fixing on 

01.04.2021.  On 01.04.21 the  petitioner appeared  

before  the  Executive  Magistrate  and prayed  to 

vacate  the  ex-parte  attachment order,  to produce  

the  land  document/ Sale  Deed  of  the  Opposite Party  

No. 2 and also  to  grant  time  to  file  the written 

statement/ show  cause  till  the  production  of  the  

aforesaid  land  document/Sale  Deed  by  the  Opposite  

Party  no. 2  before  the  Ld. Executive  Magistrate.  

That  the  Ld. Executive  Magistrate  very  surprisingly,  

while  passing  the  order on  01.04.21 reflected the 

entire  prayer made  by  the  Petitioner  by  fixing  next 

date on 10.05.21  for  filing  written  statement by the  

Petitioner  without  directing  the  OP no. 2  to  submit  

the land  document/Sale  Deed  as  well  as  without  

vacating  of  the  ex-parte  attachment  order. Moreover,  

the Ld.  Executive  Magistrate  refused  to  issue  the 

copy  of  petition  filed  by  the  Petitioner on  the  

ground  that  the  documents  was  filed  by  the  
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petitioner  itself. 

    
3.             Being  highly   aggrieved   and  dissatisfied with 

the impugned order, the revision  petitioner,  namely, Sri 

Babuti  Sonowal @ Buputi,    among other  things   has 

drawn the attention to set  aside the impugned  order  

01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 on the  following  among 

other grounds – 

(i) For that the impugned  order  dated  01.04.2021 and 

06.03.2021 passed by the Learned  Court  below  suffer  

from serious irregularity  and  propriety  and  being  

passed  mechanically  without  appreciating  the  

materials  on  record  in  its proper  prospective,  in  

that  view  of  matter  the  impugned  order  dated  

01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  aside  

and  quashed.  

(ii) For that the  above named  Petitioner  is  the  lawful  

possessor  of  the  disputed  land  whereas  the  

Opposite  Party No. 2 has  not  enclosed  any  land 

document alongwith their  complaint  petition  to  prove  

their  ownership  over  the  disputed  land  and  the  Ld.  

Executive  Magistrate,  without  verifying  the  

ownership/possession  of  the  dispute  land  has  

passed  the  order  of  attachment  and  also  not  

directing  the  Opposite  Party  no. 2 to  produce  the  

land  document  before  Magistrate,  although  prayed  

by  the  Petitioner  on  01.04.2021  to produce  the  

same   hence,  the  order  dated 01.04.2021 and 

06.03.2021  are  liable  to  be  set  aside  and  quashed.  
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(iii) For  that,  no  proceeding  U/s. 107 Cr.P.C   is  

drawn  up  against  the  Petitioner  before  starting  the  

proceeding  U/s. 145  Cr.P.C   by  the  Executive  

Magistate, Tinsukia,  as  such  the  impugned  order  

dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  

aside  and  quashed.  

(iv) For  that,  from  the  Jomabondi  it  is  reflected  

that  the  mutation  of  30 Bigha  of  land  is  only  

granted  in  favour  of  the  Opposite  Party  no. 2,  

moreover  the  note  made  in  Jomabondi  reflects  the   

mutation  granted  on  the  basis   of  Sale  Deed  as  

well  as  inheritance ,  whereas  both  cannot  go  

together. 

It  is  pertinent  that  the  land  in  F.S  Grant  are  Govt.  

land  which  only  can  be  granted  lease  and  sale  is  

restricted, hence  the  order   01.04.2021 and 

06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(v) For  that no  prayer  of  attachment  has  been 

sought  for  by the  Opposite  Party No. 2 in  the case  

before  the  Executive  Magistrate,  hence,  the   

impugned  order  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 

are liable  to be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(vi) For  that  the  order of  attachment  was  passed  

without providing  any  opportunity  of  hearing  to  the  

Petitioner,  though  he  was  allowed  to  file  show  

cause  on  01.04.2021 and  after  his  appearance  on  

01.04.2021,  the  Ld.  Executive  Magistrate  has  not  

vacated  the  attachment  order,  although  prayed  for  
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by  him,  as  such  the   impugned  order  dated  

01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  aside  

and  quashed.  

(vii) For  that  the  instant  order dated 01.04.2021 was  

passed without  complying  the  provision  of  law  by  

the  Ld. Executive  Magistrate,  Tinsukia  as  such  the  

impugned  order  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  

are liable  to be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(viii) For  that,  no  opportunity  was  given  to  the  

petitioner  to contest  the  claim  of  the  Opposite  

Party  No. 2  over  the  disputed  plot  of  land  by  

directing  Opposite  Party  no. 2  to produce  the  land  

document  as  prayed  by  him,  as  such the  impugned  

order  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to 

be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(ix) For  that the Ld. Executive  Magistrate has 

committed  a  grave illegality  by not  reflecting  the  

entire  prayer  in  its  order dated  01.04.2021  as  

prayed  by  the  Petitioner, as the   impugned  order  

dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  

aside  and  quashed.  

(x) For that,  the  Ld.  Executive  Magistrate  erred  in  

law  by  passing  the  impugned  order  dated  

01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  and  caused  grave  

miscarriage  of  justice  and as such  the  impugned  

order  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to 

be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(xi) For  that,  in  view  of  the  matter,  the  impugned  
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order  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 is  wrong,  

bad  in  law  and  as  such  the   impugned  order  

dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021  are liable  to be set  

aside  and  quashed.  

(xii)  For  that      the   order is  passed  in  mechanical  

manner  hurriedly  and  requires  interference  by  the  

Court. 

(xiii) For  that  in  any  other  view  of  the  matter  the  

order dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 are   

liable  to be set  aside  and  quashed.  

(xiv)  For  that  the  revision  petition  is  made  

bonafide  in  the  interest  of  justice. 

 
4.            The  Revision petitioner  further  prayed  for   

calling  the  records  of  C.R  Case  no. 35/2021 from  

the  Court  of Smt. Aparupa Borgohain, Executive  

Magistrate,  Tinsukia and prayed  for issuing  notice  

upon  the  respondents and set  aside and quashing of 

the  orders  dated  01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 and also  

prayed  for  vacating  the  ex-parte attachment  order  

dated  06.03.2021 and  further  prayed  for staying  the  

proceeding  of   Case  no. 35/2021. 

 
5.             Under  the above  grounds,  the  Revisionist  

prayed for setting  aside  the order dated 01.04.2021 

and 06.03.2021 and prayed  for   calling  the  records  

of   Case  no. 35/2021 from  the  Court  of  Executive  

Magistrate, Tinsukia and also  prayed  for  issuing  

notice upon  the  respondent  no. 2 and  further  prayed  
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for staying  the  proceeding  of     Case  no. 35/2021.  

 

6.                The Opp. Party  appeared  and  contested the  

revision.  

 
7.              I have   heard  the   arguments  of  both  sides  

at  length and also deciphered the materials on record, 

especially the  Case  no. 35/2021   for an appropriate 

adjudication and conclusion of the instant revision. 

 
8.               POINTS  FOR  DETERMINAION:- 

 
(i) Whether  the  order  dated 01.04.2021 and 

06.03.2021 are suffers from  any irregularity 

and liable to be set aside  and quashed or  

not? 

 
DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF : 

 
9.               The  L.C.R  was  called  for  and  the  same  

has  been  submitted.  Perused  the  order dated  

01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021.  The  vital part of  the  

order  dated 01.04.2021 and 06.03.2021 passed  by  

the  Court  below  is  as  follows :- 

 
06.03.21               

C.R  put  up to  me.  Heard  the  learned  

lawyer  for  the  First Party. Seen  the  

petition  filed  by  the  First  Party  

alongwith  the  documents  filed  and  

also  the  report  submitted  by  police,  
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as  called  for.   

                 It is  found  that  the  First  Party  

is  the  absolute  lawful  owner  on  the  

plot  of  land  measuring  20 Bighas 

(approx) covered  by  part  of  Dag  no. 

128  covered  by  P.P  No. 2 Chota  

Hapjan  114/4,  Grant,  situated  at  

Opposite  2nd  APBN HQ,  Makum, 

Tinsukia under  Tingrai,  Mouza. 

                As  per Circle  Officer  report  the  

said  land  is  found  in  the  First Party’s  

possession on physical verification 

through Lat Mandal. As  per  police  

report, the  2nd  party  members  have 

been  doing   various illegal  activities to  

grab  the  land and despite  being asked  

by  police, they are insisting  to cover  

whole  land of  First  party  through  their  

illegal  acts. 

                The  First  Party  has  complained  

that  they  have  objected  to the  illegal  

acts  of  the Second  Party but  were 

chased  away  and thereby creating  a  

very emergent  situation of  breach  of  

peach  and  public tranquility.  

                Considering  all  the  above, I  

hereby  order  that  a proceeding U/s. 145 

Cr.P.C to drawn  up in respect  of  the land 
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measuring 20 bighas, Dag no. 128 of  

Tingrai  Mauza.  

                    North    :  Railway  Line 

                    South    :  Sri  Rohini  Gogoi &  Others 

                    East     :  Public  road 

                    West     : Remaining  land  of  

the  first  party.   

                      And  issue  notice  to  the  2nd  

party,  asking  them  to  show cause  at  

10 am  of  01.04.2021  as  to why  the 

possession  of  the  disputed  land  be  

not declared in  favour of the  First  

Party. 

                       Also  considering  the  State  of  

emergency prevailing  in  respect  of the  

possession  of  the  disputed  land  

described  above,  I  pass  orders for  

attachment  of  the  same  U/s. 146(i)  

of the  Cr.P.C.   

                       The  O.C,  Makum  P.S  is directed  

to  attach  the D/L immediately  &  

report  compliance to  this court. And  a  

copy  of  this  order  to  Circle  Officer,  

Tinsukia  Circle  to  depute LM at  the  

time  of  execution.     

          Sd/-…. 

06/03/21 
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01.04.21          C.R  put up  to me. Both  the  parties  

were  present  through  advocates. Seen  

the  petition  of  the  1st Party  regarding 

attachment  of  further 15 Bighas of  the 

D/L which  is mentioned  in  the 1st  party 

petition  dated  01.09.21. In  this  regard 

police  report  may  be  sought  for.  1st 

Party  has  given  another  petition  

regarding  correcting  the  name  of  the  

First  party. Petition  accepted  and  

therefore  the name  of  1st party  may  

be  considered  as  Assam  Forest  

Product  Private  Ltd  instead  of  Sri  

Jiten  Kumar  Gogoi.  D/A   may  write  

the  correct  name  in  the  order  sheets.   

                                  Seen  the  petition  filed  by  2nd  

party  allowing  time  to  file  written  

statement. N.D.F. 

                         On  10.05.21 for  WS  by  2nd  party. 

                                                        Sd/-…. 

01.04.21 

                                        

10.           After  hearing  of  both  sides  it  appears  that  

the  Revisionist  in  the  prayer  portion of  the   

Revision  petition  raised  vital  point  that  the  order  

dated  01.04.2021  and  06.03.2021  passed  by  the  

Ld. Executive  Magistrate be set  aside  and  to  vacate   
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the  Ex-parte  Attachment order  dated 06.03.2021.  IN  

view  of  the  prayer,   the  vital  issue  framed  in  this  

case – Whether  impugned  order  dated 01.04.21 and  

06.03.21 are liable  to  be  set  aside  and  quashed.  It  

appears  from   the  order  dated  06.03.21 that  the  

Ld.  Court  below  heard  the  1st  Party, perused  the  

documents  and  it  was  mentioned  in  the  order  that  

1st  party  is  the  absolute  owner  of  the plot  of  land 

measuring 30  bighas  covered  by Dag  no. 128  and  

as  per  report  of  the  Circle  Officer,  said  land  was  

found  in  the  possession  of  the 1st  party by  physical  

verification  through  Lat  Mandal and  as  per  police  

report,  the  members  of  the  2nd  party  having   

doing  various illegal  activities  to  grab  the  land.  

First  Party  objected  the  illegal  acts  but  the  2nd  

party  chase  away them  creating an  emergent  

situation  of   breach  of  peach  and  public tranquility. 

The Ld. Court  below passed  the  Attachment  order  

U/s. 146(1) Cr.P.C. 

 

11.            By  order  dated  01.04.21,  the  Ld. Court  

below  sought  for  a  police  report  regarding   the  

prayer  of  Attachment  made  by  the  1st  Party  for  

further  15  Bighas of  land.  It  also  appears  from  

the  said  order  that  a  petition  was  filed  by  the   

2nd  party  seeking  time  for  filing  W/S  and  

accordingly,  the  case  was  fixed  for  submission  of   
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W/S  by  2nd  Party  on  10.05.2021.   

 
12.           The  ld. Counsel   for  the  Petitioner By citing  

the  Criminal appeal  no. 2038/2021 (Special  Leave  

Petition) (Criminal) 3932  of  2012  passed  in  Ashok  

Kumar   Vs.  State  of  Uttarakhand  & Others stating  

that U/s. 145  and  146 of  Cr.P.C together  constitute a  

scheme  for  resolution  of  a  situation  where  there  is  

a likelihood of  breach of  peace  and  Sec. 146 Cr.P.C  

cannot  be  separated  from  sec. 145 Cr.P.C. If  the   

Magistrate  is of  opinion  that  none the  parties  was  

in  actual  possession  of  the   subject  of  the   dispute   

at  the  time of  the  order  passed  U/s. 145(1) Cr.P.C  

or  is  unable  to  decide  which  of  the  parties  was  

in  such  possession,  he  may attach  the  subject  of  

the  dispute until  a competent  court decided  the  

right  of  the  parties. It  is  submitted  that  the  

petitioners  of  this  case  was  in  possession  of  the  

land  and  as  such,  the  order  of  attachment  was 

passed  by  the  Ld.  Executive  Magistrate  dated  

06.03.21  and  01.04.2021 are  bad in law  and  

submitted  to  vacate  the Ex-parte  attachment  order. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  ld. Advocate  appeared for  

the  Respondent  submitted  that  this  Revision  is  not  

maintainable   because  U/s. 398(2) Cr.P.C limits  the 

power  of  the   Revision  by  stating  that  it  shall  not  

be  exercised  in  relation  to  any  interlocutory  order  

passed  in  any  appeal,  enquiry,  trial  or  other   
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proceeding. That  as  per  Sub  section  3 of  Section 

397 Cr.P.C if  an  application  U/s. 397 Cr.P.C has  been  

made  by  any person  either  to the  Hon’ble High  

Court  or  the   Sessions  Court,  no further  application  

by  the  same  person  shall  be  entertained  by  the  

either  of  them.   It  is  submitted  that  the  order  

under  challenge  are  the  interlocutory  order  and  

that  cannot  be  interfered  by  this  Revisional  court.  

 
13.            The  Ld. Advocate appeared  for  the  

Respondent no. 2 by  relying  on  the  Judgment of  the 

Hon’ble Supreme  Court  in Shakuntala Devi  & Others 

Vs. Chamru Mahto  & Others [(2009) 3 SCC 310] 

submitted  that  2nd  revision  is  not  maintainable.  It  

is  submitted  that  in  the  said  Judgment,  the  

Hon’ble  Supreme  Court spelt  out  that  a further  

revision  under  Section  397 Cr.P.C  would  be  barred  

at  the behest  of  a  party  aggrieved  by  the  

revisionary  order  of  the  Sessions  Judge  but  the  

bar  does  not  apply  to  the  High  Court  exercising  

inherent  powers  under  Section   482 Cr.P.C.  

Therefore,  the  only  remedy  for  a party  aggrieved  

by the  revisionary  order  of  a  Sessions Judge  is  to  

invoke  the  inherent  powers  of  the  High Court  

under  Section  482 Cr.P.C  and  not  its  revisional  

jurisdiction  under  Section  397 Cr.P.C read  with  

Section 401 Cr.P.C. It is  further  submitted  by  the   
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Respondent  that  vide  order  dated  15.03.21 in  

criminal  revision  no. 05(1) of 2021,  the  Hon’ble  

Sessions  Judge has  already  dismissed  the  revision 

holding  that  the  appellant  instead of  appearing  

before  the  Court  below  appeared  before  this  

revisional  court agitating  the order  passed  by  the  

Court  below  dated  06.03.21 where  rights  of  the  

parties  are  yet  not  decided  and  that  petition  was  

filed pre-matured  and  even  after  dismissing  the  

petition,  the  revisionist  again  come  with  the  similar  

prayer  and  as  such,  the  criminal  revision  is  not  

maintainable  in law. 

 

14.           The  ld. Advocate   for  the  Petitioner relying 

on the  Judgment  of Hon’ble  Supreme  Court in  

Ashok  Kumar   Vs.  State  of  Uttarakhand(Supra)   & 

other Judgments  submitted  that  the  order  in  hand  

under  revision  is  maintainable  in  law. I  have  

perused  the  Judgments and  taken  into  

consideration. Here,  the  fact  defer  and  the  fact  

and  materials  of  the  case  needs  to  decide  the 

point   which  does  not  require  more  justification but  

to  decide  whether  the  order  under  challenge is  

interlocutory  order  and  when  the  similar  revision  

has  already  been  dismissed  by  the Court of  

Sessions  Judge  vide  order  dated  15/03/2021  and  

the  same  order  can  be  further  challenged  in   
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similar  revision  and  after perusal  of  the Judgments  

so  cited  by  the  respondents,  it  appears  that  by 

passing  order  dated  06.03.2021  and  01.04.2021 the  

Court  below  has   not finally  decided  the  right  of  

the parties  but  keeping  in  view  the  present  

position  of  the  case an  attachment  order  was 

passed  and  the  said attachment  order  neither   

decided  the  right  of  the parties nor  given  any  legal  

right  by  the  order  which  is  interlocutory in nature  

and  when  the  same  was  already  challenged  and  

has  been  decided   by the Court  of Sessions  in  

Criminal  Revision  no. 5(1)2021,  it  cannot  be  further  

decided  as  per  the  mandate  of  law  and  in  that  

situation  more  discussion  on  other  points   does  

not  found  required  to  be  taken into  consideration.  

As  per  Section  146(1) of  Cr.P.C. under  proviso,  the  

Magistrate  may  withdraw  the  attachment  order   at  

any  time  if  he is satisfied  that  there  is  no  longer  

any  likelihood  of  breach of  peace  with  regard  to  

the  subject   to  the  dispute.  Here  in  the  order  so  

passed  by  the  Court  below, it is  crystal  clear  that  

vide  order  dated  01.04.2021,  time  was  allowed  to  

the Petitioner  fixing  10.05.2021 for  filing  W/S.  

 

15.            On  careful  scrutiny of the  order passed    by  

the  court     below  dated  06.03.21 it  appears  that  

the  Court  below  has only  passed an  order  of   
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attachment  considering  the  emergency  prevailing  

inspite  of  possession  of  the  disputed  land  and  the  

respondent  have  further  right  to  appear  before  the  

court  below  to  file  W/S  and  raise  their case  and in  

that  situation  the  order passed  by  the  Court  below  

is  interlocutory  in nature  and  as  such,  cannot  be  a  

subject  matter  of  revision.  

 
16.          The  ld.  Advocates of  both  sides  in  their   

lengthy  hearing  and  by  submitting  Judgments  of  

the Hon’ble  High  Court  and  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court  

placed  their  cases  and  after  careful  scrutiny  of  

entire  Case  Record  and  the  case  laws  cited  before  

the  Court, it  is undoubtedly  clear  before  the  Court   

on  two  points---- 

 
(i) that  the  order  appears  to  be  an interlocutory  

where  revision   is  not  maintainable  and  (ii) the  

Hon’ble  Sessions  Judge  has  already  dismissed  the  

earlier  revision  petition  holding  that  the  revision  

petition was  pre-matured. 

 
17.           Keeping  in  view,  the  law  and  facts  of  the  

case  in  hand,  this  Court  is of  the  opinion  that  the  

order passed  by  the  Ld. Court below  order dated  

06.03.21 & 01.04.21  does  not  require  any 

interference  by  invoking  the  revisional  jurisdiction  

of  this  court.  
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18.            Accordingly the revision is dismissed on  

contest without   cost. 

 
 

19.                 Send  back  the  LCR  immediately  alongwith  

the  copy  of  this  Judgment.  

 

20.             Given under my hand and seal of this Court on 

the  14th day of September, 2021. 

 

 

 

Dictated and corrected by me: 

 

 

    (B. Sutradhar)                             (B. Sutradhar)  
Addl. Sessions Judge-2               Addl. Sessions Judge-2 
   (FTC), Tinsukia.                          (FTC), Tinsukia 

  

 

 


